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Materials and methodsMaterials and methods
• Inclusion criteria were defined as: 

– (1) restoration of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) ≤ 60 min, 
– (2) non-traumatic cardiac arrest independent of primary rhythm, 
– (3) persistent unconsciousness
– (4) estimated time of hypoxia including non-witnessed CA ≤15    

min. 
• Patients were excluded if: 

– (1) they awoke within a 1-h period without sedation following   
ROSC

– (2) the time delay between ROSC and the possible start of 
hypothermia exceeded 6 h, 

– (3) a hemodynamic stabilisation was not possible, in spite of 
vasopressor therapy.

33--1) Results of the hypothermia group1) Results of the hypothermia group

no difference

significant

4) Discussion4) Discussion

• Not a randomised trial
– selection bias

• To date, in randomised trials, a beneficial effect 
of hypothermia is only shown for witnessed 
OHCA in patients with ventricular fibrillation.
– Our patient population consisted of a wide spectrum 

of CA survivors. 
– Such a wide and heterogeneous spectrum of CA 

survivors has not yet been investigated in a 
randomised controlled trial. 
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• our investigation to patients who survived at 
least 48 h not significantly influenced our result
– a better neurological outcome in comatose survivors 

after CA most probably is not the sole result of 
hypothermia, but rather of better post-resuscitation 
care in general.

• average 8.6 h in our study before the target 
temperature (32.5–33.5 ◦C) was reached
– The only cooling parameter that was different 

between patients with good neurological outcome and 
patients for whom the outcome was either death or 
persistent coma was the duration for which the target 
temperature of 33 ◦C was maintained. 

• Improved survival after CA most probably 
is not solely the result of hypothermia. 

• Walter et al. 
– currently investigating a post-cardiac arrest 

care bundle, consisting of hypothermia and 
early hemodynamic optimisation.

– They found better survival in those patients 
who received all elements of the care bundle.

5) Conclusion5) Conclusion

• There was no improvement in survival 
rates when hypothermia was added to 
standard therapy in this case series, as 
compared to standard therapy alone. 

• The time at target temperature may be of 
relevance. 

• We need better evidence in order to 
expand the recommendations for 
hypothermia after CA.


